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ABSTRACT
Over the internet, the cloud computing
reveals a remarkable potential to provide ondemand services to consumers with greater
flexibility in a cost effective manner. While
moving towards the concept of on-demand
service, resource pooling, shifting everything
on the distributive environment, security is the
major obstacle for this new dreamed vision of
computing. Especially some spoofing attacks
can break existing security mechanisms. In
the research, an advanced detection and
prevention mechanism is proposed for
spoofing attacks over the virtualization and
cloud computing model. The proposed method
uses Wireshark, DSNIFF, ETTERCAP and
other web service tools for implementation
and simulation. Also for preventing the
spoofing attacks, improved script is
implemented. After implementing and
analyzing the proposed concept, results shows
better detection and real time prevention of
spoofing attacks in virtualization.
Keywords:—
Cloud
computing,
Virtualization, Attacks, Network Security
I. INTRODUCTION
Using internet and remote server for
keeping data and applications is new
technology known as cloud computing.
Furthermore, users can use applications or

services on the clouds through web browsers
or web services by utilizing the internet [1]. It
offers enormous potential to enhance
productivity, decrease costs, dynamic
virtualized resources, and distribution of many
economic advantages among its adapters [2]. It
is remarkable that cloud computing and
improves the validity of an organization and
maintains competent management support with
minimum resources [6]. The latest technology,
known as cloud, altered peoples‟ lives and
fortified their employable years via several
cloud services. Individual lives are affected by
this technology via operations and storage
abilities. Currently, many organizations have
recognized the emphasis of the cloud for its
compliance, operational benefits, and
substantial cost savings.
Owing to the nature of a centralized
network, susceptible and personal information
has become an objective for attack by
malicious worm which is one of the most
precarious roads for attacking a cloud host.
Regarding an attack, the intruder attempts to
corrupt a barbed service, application or virtual
machine in cloud formation and exhibits itself
as a genuine user and hatches its personal
barbed service, application or virtual machine,
and utilizes the malicious code into the cloud
structure [8]. Moreover, depending on signature
based antivirus it has ability to detect high
accuracy when the signature has been known.
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The shortcoming of this type of detection is
when the malware morphs its signature
completely. Generally, this type of antivirus
would fail to detect a novel attack. Cloud
computing experiences numerous traditional
attacks such as MitM attack, denial of service
(DoS) attack, authentication attack, cloud
malware injection attack, IP spoofing and
distributed denial of service (DDoS). Efficient
intrusion detection systems (IDS) must be
embedded in cloud framework to alleviate such
intrusions.
II. SPOOFING ATTACK
A spoofing attack is when a malicious
party impersonates another device or user on a
network in order to launch attacks against
network hosts, steal data, spread malware or
bypasses access controls. There are several
different types of spoofing attacks that
malicious parties can use to accomplish this.
Some of the most common methods include IP
address spoofing attacks, ARP spoofing attacks
and DNS server spoofing attacks.
1.2.1 IP Address Spoofing Attacks
IP address spoofing is one of the most
frequently used spoofing attack methods. In an
IP address spoofing attack, an attacker sends IP
packets from a false (or “spoofed”) source
address in order to disguise it. Denial-ofservice attacks often use IP spoofing to
overload networks and devices with packets
that appear to be from legitimate source IP
addresses. There are two ways that IP spoofing
attacks can be used to overload targets with
traffic. One method is to simply flood a
selected target with packets from multiple
spoofed addresses. This method works by
directly sending a victim more data than it can
handle. The other method is to spoof the
target‟s IP address and send packets from that
address to many different recipients on the
network. When another machine receives a
packet, it will automatically transmit a packet
to the sender in response. Since the spoofed

packets appear to be sent from the target‟s IP
address, all responses to the spoofed packets
will be sent to (and flood) the target‟s IP
address.
IP spoofing attacks can also be used to
bypass IP address-based authentication.
1.2.2 ARP Spoofing Attacks
ARP is short for Address Resolution
Protocol, a protocol that is used to resolve IP
addresses to MAC (Media Access Control)
addresses for transmitting data. In an ARP
spoofing attack, a malicious party sends
spoofed ARP messages across a local area
network in order to link the attacker‟s MAC
address with the IP address of a legitimate
member of the network. This type of spoofing
attack results in data that is intended for the
host‟s IP address getting sent to the attacker
instead. Malicious parties commonly use ARP
spoofing to steal information, modify data intransit or stop traffic on a LAN. ARP spoofing
attacks can also be used to facilitate other types
of attacks, including denial-of-service, session
hijacking and man-in-the-middle attacks. ARP
spoofing only works on local area networks
that use the Address Resolution Protocol.
1.2.3 DNS Server Spoofing Attacks
The Domain Name System (DNS) is a
system that associates domain names with IP
addresses. Devices that connect to the internet
or other private networks rely on the DNS for
resolving URLs, email addresses and other
human-readable domain names into their
corresponding IP addresses. In a DNS server
spoofing attack, a malicious party modifies the
DNS server in order to reroute a specific
domain name to a different IP address. In
many cases, the new IP address will be for a
server that is actually controlled by the attacker
and contains files infected with malware. DNS
server spoofing attacks are often used to spread
computer worms and viruses.
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III. SPOOFING ATTACK PREVENTION AND
MITIGATION
There are many tools and practices that
organizations can employ to reduce the threat
of spoofing attacks. Common measures that
organizations can take for spoofing attack
prevention include:
(i)

Packet filtering: Packet filters
inspect packets as they are
transmitted across a network.
Packet filters are useful in IP
address spoofing attack prevention
because they are capable of
filtering out and blocking packets
with conflicting source address
information (packets from outside
the network that show source
addresses from inside the network
and vice-versa).

(ii)

Avoid trust relationships:
Organizations should develop
protocols that rely on trust
relationships as little as possible. It
is significantly easier for attackers
to run spoofing attacks when trust
relationships are in place because
trust relationships only use IP
addresses for authentication.

(iii) Use spoofing detection software:
There are many programs available
that help organizations detect
spoofing attacks, particularly ARP
spoofing. These programs work by
inspecting and certifying data
before it is transmitted and
blocking data that appears to be
spoofed.
(iv) Use cryptographic network
protocols: Transport Layer
Security (TLS), Secure Shell
(SSH), HTTP Secure (HTTPS) and
other secure communications
protocols bolster spoofing attack

prevention efforts by encrypting
data before it is sent and
authenticating data as it is
received.
IV VIRTUALIZATION METHODS
In a traditional environment consisting of
physical servers connected by a physical
switch, IT organizations can get detailed
management information about the traffic that
goes between the servers from that switch.
Unfortunately, that level of information
management does not provide from a virtual
switch which has some links from the physical
switch that attaches to virtual machines. In
addition, the lack of oversight of the traffic
flows among the virtual machines on the same
physical level affects security abilities and
overall performance. Generally, there are
several common approaches to virtualization
with differences between how each controls
the virtual machines. The architecture of these
approaches is illustrated in Figure.
A. Operating System-Based Virtualization
In this approach, virtualization is enabled
by a host operating system that supports
multiple isolated and virtualized guest OS‟s on
a single physical server with the characteristic
that all are on the same operating system
kernel with exclusive control over the
hardware infrastructure. The host operating
system can view and has control over the
Virtual Machines. This approach is simple, but
it has vulnerabilities, such as when an attacker
injects controlling scripts into the host
operating system that causes all guest OS‟s to
gain control over the host OS on this kernel.
The result is that the attacker will have control
over all VMs that exist or will be established in
the future.
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intrusion detection systems. However, it is
vulnerable because the hypervisor has a single
point of failure. If the hypervisor crashes or the
attacker gains control over it, then all VMs are
under the attacker‟s control. However, taking
control over the hypervisor from the virtual
machine level is difficult, though not
impossible.
Figure 1: Operating system-based virtualization

B. Application-Based Virtualization
An application-based virtualization is
hosted on top of the hosting operating system.
This virtualization application then emulates
each VM containing its own guest operating
system and related applications. This
virtualization architecture is not commonly
used in commercial environments. Security
issues of this approach are similar to Operating
system-based.

Figure 2: Application-based virtualization

Figure 3: Hypervisor-based virtualization

V. INTRUSION DETECTION AND PREVENTION
SYSTEM

An Intrusion Detection System (IDS) is
an equipment/programming mix or a mix of
both equipment and programming that
recognizes the interruptions into a framework
or system. IDS supplements a firewall by
giving a careful review of both the bundles'
header and its substance in this manner
ensuring against assaults, which are generally
seen by a firewall as apparently kind-hearted
system movement. Firewalls take a gander at
the control manages; a parcel is either
permitted or denied. Types of IDS:

C. Hypervisor-Based Virtualization

There are two types of IDS:

The hypervisor is available at the boot
time of machine in order to control the sharing
of system resources across multiple VMs.
Some of these VMs are privileged partitions
that manage the virtualization platform and
hosted Virtual Machines. In this architecture,
the privileged partitions view and control the
Virtual Machines. This approach establishes
the most controllable environment and can
utilize additional security tools such as

(i)
(ii)

Host-based IDS: Protects the end
system or the network resources.
Network-based IDS: Monitors network
traffic for attacks. A Network IDS is
deployed on the network near a firewall,
on the DMZ or even inside the trusted
internal network.

An Intrusion Prevention System (IPS) is
utilized to keep the interruption. It is an
expansion of IDS. IDS just identifies though
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IPS shields the system from interruption by
dropping the parcel, denying passage to the
bundle or hindering the association.
Cloud computing is a technology which
not only gained advantages from ascendant
technologies, but also suffered from its security
breaches, of which availability is the most
serious security issue. Cloud services are
delivered using classical network protocols and
formats over the Internet, implicit
vulnerabilities existent in these protocols as
well as threats introduced by newer
architectures raise many security and privacy
concerns. Security of the virtual network is the
most significant concern in the cloud platform.
So, there is need of security improvement and
enhancement of security methods for
preventing attacks.

The working methodology of the system
is based on host based analysis, monitoring,
detection and prevention mechanism. The
server system is based upon Ubuntu system,
which includes WireShark and Apache as two
main frameworks.
WireShark uses Etercap, Dsniff and
attack prevention script in script.sh. Client‟s
activities and events are stored with the help of
MySQL database. The Authentication services
are used, which is based on PHP. User/Client‟s
activities are recorded, Monitored and
analyzed by server system with help of
WireShark.

VI. PROPOSED SYSTEM
The proposed system is based on
intrusion detection and prevention model. This
system is based on user‟s events monitoring
process on server system. To implement the
system, we are using virtualization software.
The client system consists of Windows
operating system with Apache Tomcat server
with database server and authentication
application for IPspoofing. On other side for
server system, Ubuntu operating system is
used with Hypervisor. Over Ubuntu,
Wireshark and Apache server is configured.
An application service which is based on php
is created. Script.sh is created for Wireshark
analysing system. The proposed architecture of
system is shown here.

Figure 5: Working Methodology ofProposed
Architecture

Analysis of user activities includes the
authentication credentials of client system.
Real time monitoring of client activities
performed by system, activities matched with
previous events performed by client system. If
there is any mismatch is found, user services
are blocked from server at the same time. The
mismatch of client‟s activities shows that the
client is not authentic user and tries to attacks
on server and makes unauthorized access of
data.This system is efficient for detecting and
preventing spoofing attacks.
VII. IMPLEMENTATION AND RESULTS

Figure 4: Proposed Architecture

The security tools and the techniques
described in previous section have been
implemented to design and develop secure
ARP Spoofing system. In this paper, we
assume that the attacker PC captures traffic
using Wireshark to check unsolicited IP
replies. Once the attack is successful, the
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traffic between two targets will also be
captured. If traffic from the victims PC
contains clear text authentication packets, the
credentials could be revealed. Wireshark gives
information such as „Duplicate use of IP is
detected‟ under the „Info‟ column once the
attack is successful. The actual packet travels
and is captured after a successful IP poisoning
attack.

Once Wireshark analyze and detects
spoofing attacks in the system, it will generate
alert to admin to indicate attacks for initiating
necessary control over attacks. The admin take
necessary action to prevent attacks. An
additional functionality is added for prevention
mechanism in our system. It will prevent
spoofing attacks when it is initiated by admin
command.

When the packet from the victim PC
starts for the router, at Layer 2, the poisoned
MAC address of the attacker (instead of the
original router MAC) is inserted as the target
MAC; thus the packet reaches the attackers
PC. The attacker sees this packet and forwards
the same to the router with the correct MAC
address. The reply from the router is logically
sent towards the spoofed destination MAC
address of the attackers system (rather than the
victims PC). It is captured and forwarded by
the attacker to the victims PC. In between, the
sniffer software, Wireshark, which is running
on the attackers PC, reads this traffic.

VIII. COMPARISONS
Table: 1 Comparisons of Existing and
Proposed System
Parameters

Existing System

Proposed System

ETTERCAP

Not Used

Efficiently Used

DSNIFF

Not Used

Efficiently Used

Number of IP 4
Trace at Single
Unit Time

7

Main Detection OpenStack
Tools

WireShark

Tool
Vulner- More Vulnerable Less Vulnerable
ability
(OpenStack)
(WireShark)
Efficiency

Less
Efficient More
Efficient
(Since OpenStack (Since WireShark
is used)
is used)

A t t a c k i n g Cain & Abe (Run ETTERCAP (Can
Tool‟s Depend- only
Windows Run on Windows
ency
System)
and Linux Systems)
Attack Preven- OpenStack‟s in- New
developed
tion Mechanism built functionality Script for prevention in WireShark

Figure 6: Wireshark capture on attackers PC ARP
Packet

Figure 7: Wireshark capture on attackers PC sniffed
packet from Victim PC and Router

IX. CONCLUSION
Security of the virtual network is the
most significant concern in the cloud platform.
The use of the virtualization is to isolate all the
co-resident VMs under the hypervisor. But
there are various kinds of security breaches in
the virtualization which violates the isolation
between various VMs. This research focused
on the ARP attacks in cloud computing and
vulnerabilities associated with virtualization in.
The technique we propose in this research uses
authentication service provided by Wireshark
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and its attacks analyzing scripts that is
included. During Implementation and testing,
the proposed system is accurately detects and
prevents attacks. So, our proposed system is
more secure and efficient for virtualization
attacks and their prevention.
Future research will aim to understand
the sensitivity of virtualization in the cloud and
measures to secure it from attacks. This
research may help to strengthen virtualization
and reduce the risks of cloud computing from
various attacks. In future, automatic prevention
mechanism can be implemented in the system,
which can detect and prevent spoofing attacks
real time, without manual control or command.
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